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The rate of the best rational approximation and interpolation of a meromorphic 
function on a compact Faber set is described in terms of its growth. Convergence 
along the rows as well as the columns of the Walsh array is considered. Emphasis 
is on precise U-estimates instead of limit relations. c 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a compact set whose complement with respect to c is simply 
connected and whose boundary r is rectifiable. We investigate the degree 
of the best rational approximation on K to a given function which is 
meromorphic in a set containing K in its interior. Let II/ map the exterior 
of the unit circle conformally onto the complement of K such that 
$( co) = cc and tj’( co) = c > 0. Let rR, R > 1, denote the locus I@(z)\ = R, 
where @ = tj -I, and let E, be the interior of rR. We shall approximate 
functions defined on K by rational functions r,, E$?,JK), where 
gn,,W) = {rnv; rnv =p,,/qy, P,,E%, qyE%:, qy(z)fO, ZEK}, % denoting 
the set of complex polynomials of degree <m. If the function f is 
continuous on K, for each pair of nonnegative integers n, v there exists a 
rational function R,, E&?,,,(K) of best approximation to f on K [l& 
Sect. 121. The R,, form a so-called Walsh array [17] 
&o(z) R,,(z) &o(z) . . . 
K,,(z) R,,(z) &1(z) ... 
R,,(z) R,,(z) ... 
. . . 
For the rows in this array Walsh [20, p. 23 has shown: If f is analytic 
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on K and meromorphic in E,, R > 1, with at most v poles, then, for each 
\'E P= (0, 1,2,-j 
T- 
hm E,,[f, A(K)]""< l/R. (1.1) n-r 
Here UX A(K)1 = lnf Ilf- yn,.ll A(Kby where the infimum is taken over all 
rnv E S?,JK), and A(K) is the space of continuous functions on K which are 
holomorphic in the interior of K, with maximum norm /I .I(ACKj. The 
converse to this result was proved by Saff [ 141 (see also [ 111). Moreover, 
Saff [ 13, Theorem 31 proved that if f satisfies Walsh’s assumptions and is 
also analytic on rR except for a pole of order r in some point a E rR, then 
E .,v+,CL A(K)1 =@-2p”/W, n-03, (1.2) 
for 0 6 ,u < r, v E P, thus sharpening ( 1.1) for this smaller class of functions. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove results of the latter kind for a wider 
class of meromorphic functions, admitting f to have singularities on rR. In 
Section 2 it is shown, e.g., that if r is smooth enough so that K is a Faber 
set, and if f fulfills the assumptions of Walsh’s theorem, then 
at, “I-) = l$x If( = 0 , (exp{i(&)i’}). t+R-, 
implies 
E,,[f,A(K)]=O -!--exp(d(n+l)P/(P+l) p+l n-+a, 
where d= (p + l)(z/p ) KJI’@+ “(Theorem 2). In Section 3 the techniques used 
in proving Theorem 2 are applied to obtain rates of convergence for the 
columns of the Walsh array, too. Walsh [9] showed that, after inter- 
changing n with v, (1.1) remains valid for functions analytic and different 
from zero on K and meromorphic with precisely v zeros in E,, R > 1. In 
Theorem 4 suitable hypotheses are given under which an analog to 
Theorem 2 is valid, thus extending Walsh’s result. All the above results are 
based upon the property of the Faber operator to preserve rational 
functions with poles off {z; lzl d l}, as has been done, e.g., by 
Andersson-Ganelius [2], Ganelius [lo], and Ellacott-Saff [S]. Section 4 
contains a brief discussion about the convergence of special sequences of 
interpolating rational functions to be proved by techniques from [6]. Here, 
as in Sections 2 and 3, the purpose is to sharpen the estimates for the error 
of these interpolating functions. 
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2. BEST RATIONAL APPROXIMATION FOR THE Rows 
OF THE WALSH ARRAY 
We consider the approximation of functions f eA(D,), where 
D,= {z; IzI Gr}, with respect to the maximum norm on D,. To describe 
rates of approximation the elements of the set 
Q’ = {g E cyo, co); g(x) > 0, g”(X) < ovx > 0, 
lim g’(x)=O, lim g(x)= co) 
x - Lx * * a 
will be used, where C*(O, co) denotes the class of twice continuously 
differentiable functions on (0, co). The growth off near the boundary of a 
larger disk D, will be measured, for any g E Q’ and 0 < r < R, by 
Here (g’) -’ denotes the inverse function of g’. (For a motivation of this 
definition see [6, Sect. 31; references with respect to this field are contained 
in [7].) 
THEOREM 1. Let f EA(D,), r >O, and, for some R> r, let f be 
meromorphic with precisly v poles in the interior of D,. If M(t, f) = 
max,,,=, If(z)1 =O(A”,(t)), t+R-, for somegESZ’, then 
(2.1) 
Proof. Setting 
v-1 
w(z) = n (z - Z,)? 
/=O 
h&) =f (z)w(z), 
where zj, 0 <j< v - 1 are the poles off in D,,hR is analytic in the interior 
of D,, and there are constants c, to such that 
M(t, h,d d Wt, o,)M(t,f) G cM(t, f) (to<t<R). 
The assumption thus yields M(t, hR) = @(a,(t)), t + R-, which, in view 
of [6, Prop. 2, Theorem 1, (ii) + (i)], implies E,o[h,, A(D,)] = 
W(r/R) n+leg(n+l)) n + co. Denoting by p: E 9, the polynomial of best 
approximation to i, on D, one has 
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where m = min,,, =I lo,,(z)l. Since pz/w,, E g,,,,, E &‘,,,,, (D,), inequality (2.1 ) 
follows. 
The corresponding theorem on a general compact set can be built upon 
the disk case. We make use of the Faber operator T which is defined on 
Bn,O and for sets K under consideration by 
If T is bounded, T can be extended to a bounded linear mapping on the 
whole of A(D,) and this extension is injective. Sets K for which T is 
bounded are called Faber sets. Concerning further properties of T and 
various sufficient conditions for a set K to be a Faber set, see, e.g., [ 1, 8,9]. 
The property that TS?“,, = B&, which is used in polynomial approxi- 
mation on Faber sets, is now replaced by the following lemma of Ellacott 
[4, Theorem 1.11. 
LEMMA 1. (a) Let r, E%?,JD~). Then Tr,“, E.%?,,,,(K), where m = 
max { n, v - 1 }, and the poles of Tr,“, are the images under II/ of those of r, 
(with corresponding multiplicities). 
(b) Zfn 2 v - 1, then T(C%,,(D,)) = g,,,,(K). 
(c) Zfn < v - 1, then T-‘(9,JK)) c 99,- l,V- I(Dl). 
THEOREM 2. Let K be a Faber set. Zf f is meromorphic with precisly v 
polesinE,,R>l,andifW(r,f)=O(A”,(r)),r-,R-,forsomegE~‘, then 
E,,[f, A(K)] = O(eg”‘+“/Rn+‘), n + co. (2.2 1 
Proof: We denote by 6(z) the sum of the principal parts of the poles of 
f interior to E, such that f,Jz)=f(z)-8(z) is analytic in E,. First, we 
show that after an application of T- ’ a corresponding property holds (see 
(2.3)). Denoting by z,, O<j< v - 1 the poles of f in E,\K, the points 
i; = @(z,), 0 6 j< v - 1, are situated in the interior of D,\D,. Since 
6 E R, _ ,,,(K), there exists 6 - E Ye, _ t,,(D,) such that T6- = 6 and the poles 
of S- are the Tj, 0 <j< v - 1, in view of Lemma 1. Since f is analytic on 
K, there exists f - E A(D, ) such that Tf - = f which gives a function 
f,” =f”-6-EA(D1) with T(f”-a-)=f-a, i.e., Tf; =fR. Since fR is 
analytic in ER, the expansion 
fR(z) = f ak(fAFk(z), 
k=O 
aAfR)=&l, ,=,fR~~~))dw 
w 
converges in E, and limk,, ]ak(fR)I”“< l/R (see [15, p. 138-J) where 
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Fk(z) denotes the Faber polynomial of degree k for K. Since the Taylor 
coefficients off; agree with the Faber coefficients ak(fR) of fR = Tf; , f,” 
is analytic in the interior of D,. Hence, in view of the location of the poles 
off--, we have 
f - = f; + 6 z E A(D, ) is meromorphic with precisely v poles in 
the interior of D,. (2.3) 
In order to prove that 
~(~~f-)=wx&)), r+R-, (2.4) 
it suffices to show that (2.4) holds for f;, since (2.4) then follows in view 
of the inequality 
M(r,f”)=Wr,f; +h”)<M(r, f;)+M(r,d-), 
the property M( r, 6 - ) = O( 1 ), r -+ R-, and the unboundedness of JR(r) 
for r + R- (cf. [6, Lemma Id]). Let rl, r2, p > 1 such that 1 <r2 <p < 
r1 < r < R. By a result of Curtiss [3, (2.7) (4.2)] one has uniformly on 
I4 3P 
F&(w))=wk+ f  CckJw-J (2.51 
‘=I 
for each k E N, where the coefhcients tlk,, k, Jo N, satisfy 
ltdk,l < cpk+‘+ ‘. (2.6) 
Here, c depends on p and r2, but not on r. Inserting (2.5) into the Taylor 
expansion off; , we have for IwI=r, r,<r<R, 
k;, ak(fR)Wk = k;, ak(fR)Fk($(W)) - f Ok(faQ) f @kJw-‘. 
k=l J=l 
Hence, setting 
one deduces that 
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uo(ftJ+ c Qk(fR,Fk(9(W)) + (r) 
k=l 
= max dfR)+ f. ak(fR)Fk‘k(z) + W(r) 
I@(;)~ =, k=l 
= Wr, .fR) + W(r) (rl < r < R), (2.7) 
and thus only W(r) must be estimated for r + R-. As before, in view of 
the boundedness of 6, we have 
Mr, fR) = 0(J&)), r-R-; (2.8 1 
thus by [6, Prop. 23 it follows that lak(fR)I = cY(~~‘~‘/R~), k -+ co. Together 
with (2.6) this implies that 
k=l J=l 
where M is some constant. Since 1 < p < r, < R, the latter sum is bounded 
for rl < r < R, and, observing that lim,, oj g(x)/x = 0 by [6, Lemma lc], it 
follows that W(r)=@(l), r -+ R-. Inserting this in (2.7) and using (2.8), 
one has by [6, Lemma Id] that 
M(r, f ii) 6 Wr, fR) + W(r) 
= O(A”,(r)) + O( 1) = 0(2,(r)), r-+R-, 
which proves (2.4). In view of (2.3) and (2.4), f- fulfills the assumptions 
of Theorem 1, for r = 1, and this yields a rational function r,; E @,,,(D, ) 
with the property 
IIf” -r,;/IA(D,,=C?(eg(ntl)/Rn+‘), n+co. (2.9) 
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Using Lemma lb once more, there exists Y,, E C!.%‘,,,(K) such that Tr,“, = rnv. 
Now the boundedness of T and (2.9) imply that 
Ilf- rnvIl A(~) = II Tf - - Tr,“,II A(K) 
G II TII llf - - r,LllA~D,~ = O(@(“+ ‘j/R”+ ‘1, n+co, 
and the proof is complete. 
Theorem 2 is the desired extension of Walsh’s result (1.1). The case v = 0 
of Theorem 2 is contained in [6] (Prop. 2 and Theorem 2a, (ii) 3 (i)). To 
compare (2.2) with Saffs result (1.2), we note first that an estimate 
analogous to (1.2) holds also in cases where f has poles of equal order in 
more than one point on rR. If f has poles of order r on rR, i.e., where 
ii;i(t, f) = O( l/(R - t)‘), t + R-, an application of Theorem 2 with 
g(x) = r log x gives E,,[f, A(K)] = 0((n + l)‘/R”), n -+ co. Thus, for such 
functions, the estimate (1.2) excels the assertion of Theorem 2 by a factor 
n. Theorem 2, however, admits a larger class of functions than Saffs 
theorem, and it is not likely that an improvement by a factor n is possible 
in this class. For example, if f(z) = C,“=, zk2, E, = D,, v = 0, we have 
Ic,I=~(l), n+=b and M(r,f)=0((1-r)-1/2), r-+1--, whereas 
Theorem 2 asserts lc,l = O(~Z”~), n + co, so that the gap is not larger than 
a factor n1j2 in this case. It is an open problem whether the assertions of 
Theorem 1 or 2 can be further improved. 
Next we want to show that the region of convergence depends more 
closely on the degree of convergence than on extremal properties of the 
approximating functions. This phenomenon may be considered as a sort of 
overconvergence in the sense that certain sequences which converge 
sufficiently rapidly on K necessarily converge on a point set containing K 
in its interior. The following extension of a lemma due to J. L. Walsh [20] 
is used. 
LEMMA 2. Let rnv E B?,,,(K) be a sequence of rational functions satisfying 
IIrnvllA(K)=~(eg(n+l)/R”+l), n-+co, 
for some g E Q’, R > 1. Zf the poles of rn,, form a bounded set and if S is a 
closed subset of E,, 1 < o CR, which contains no limit point of the poles of 
r ““3 then the sequence rnv converges uniformly to zero on S, and one has 
(IrnvllACSj=O 
(( ) 
% n+l eg(“+‘)7uj4 n-+co. 
There is no problem with extending the proof of Walsh [20, Lemma 1) to 
the situation given in Lemma 2. 
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THEOREM 3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2 let a sequence of 
rational functions r,,,, E S?JK) satiffJ 
Ilf- rnvll ACK) = O(exc”+ “/R”+ ‘). n-tc0, (2.10) 
for some g E !X, R > 1. Then, for n sufficient& large, the function r,,,, has 
precisely v poles which converge to the v poles off as n + CO. Furthermore 
the r,,, approach f throughout E, with the v poles off deleted, and one has 
Ilf - r,,I/ AlS) = 0 ((~)“+‘egcm+‘)), n-a, (2.11) 
for any closed set S c E, containing no pole off: 
Proof: With the notation as in the proof of Theorem 2, the assumptions 
upon f imply (2.8), and thus lak(fR)I = O(eg(“+ ‘)/R”+‘), n + 00. Using [6, 
Theorem 2a, (ii) =- (i)] and noting that this implication is valid without the 
assumption on T-‘, one obtains E,[f,, A(K)] = O(eg(nfl)/Rnf’), n -+ CO. 
By the properties of g E a’ (see [6, Lemma 11) there exist polynomials 
p,(z) of degree n - v satisfying 
(2.12) 
Denoting by 6, the sum of the principal parts of the poles of r,,, setting 
r,,(z) - 6,(z) =p,,(z) + q,,(z), and using (2.10), (2.12), one has 
116 - 6, - q,,/l A,Kj = B(eR’“+ “/R”+‘), n+oo. (2.13) 
The properties of the poles of rnv now follow as in the proof of [20, 
Theorem 31. By (2.12) and [6, Prop. l] one has 
IlfR -PAI A(S) = O((~)“+‘egfn+l’), n-+co, 
and (2.13) and Lemma 2 yield 
l16-6,-q,(~a~cs,=B ((:)“+I egCn+‘)), n-t 03, 
which implies (2.11), and the theorem is proved. 
Theorem 3 may be compared with [20, Theorem 31, where a hm- 
relation appears instead of the O-estimates (2.10), (2.11). In connection 
with Theorem 3, a result of Saff [ 121 is also mentioned which extends 
Theorem 3 in [20] to the case where f is assumed to be analytic on r only. 
By the methods of Saff, Lemma 2 can be extended to this case and thus we 
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obtain an extension of [ 12, Theorem 131 in the following form. The proof 
follows the same lines as Theorem 3. 
PREPOSITION 1. Let K be a Faber set and let f be analytic on r and 
meromorphic with precisely v poles in E,, R> 1. If li;i(r, f) = 0(2,(r)), 
r -+ R - , for some g E 52’ and if there exist rational functions r,,,, which satisfy 
Ilf- rnvllAcr, = O(e”‘“+ “/R”+‘), n+oo, 
then the conclusion of Theorem 3 remains valid. 
3. APPROXIMATION ALONG THE COLUMNS OF THE WALSH ARRAY 
When convergence of columns of the table is considered, both the degree 
of approximation and the region of convergence depend essentially on the 
location of the zeros of f, where we suppose f to be analytic on K, 
meromorphic in E,, R > 1. 
THEOREM 4. Let K be a Faber set and f E A(K) be different from zero on 
K, and, for some R > 1, let f be meromorphic with precisely v zeros in E,. 
Zf &?(r, l/f) = @(d,(r)), r + R-, for some g EC, then 
E,,[f, A(K)] = O(eg(n+l’/R”+l), n+aI. 
Proof. The assumptions upon f imply that Theorem 2 is applicable to 
l/f instead off, so one obtains a sequence of rational functions r,, E C?&,(K) 
such that 
II l/Y- rnvlIAtK) = ~(eg”‘+“lRn+ ‘1, n-02. (3.1) 
By Theorem 3 one deduces that the v poles of rnv converge to the v poles 
of l/f, i.e., to the v zeros off. We write on K 
CM- r,,l = [l/r,,-f 17. (3.2) 
Now choose 1 < u < R such that f is analytic and different from zero on E,. 
Choosing S = E, in Theorem 3 it follows that rnv converges uniformly to l/f 
on E,. By Hurwitz’s theorem, rnv has the same number of zeros in E, as 
the function l/J for n sufficiently large. Since l/f(z) # 0 on I?,, one obtains 
that r,,(z) #O, z E K, and by (3.1) that lr,,,(z)l 2 M, z E K, for n sufficiently 
large and some A4 > 0. Using (3.2) and (3.1) we have 
/11/f-rJ = CJ(eg(n+l’/R”f’), n-+co, 
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and so there exists a rational function F,.,, = lily,,,, E d,,,,(K) satisfying 
Il,f-Y,,nIIA,~~=~~(en(n+“/R”+‘), n -+ xl, which completes the proof. 
We conclude with a complement to Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 5. Under the hypotheses oj’ Theorem 4 suppose that there exist 
rational functions rvn E B!,,,,(K) satisfying 
/If - r,,(IA,Kj = P(e”‘“+ “/R”+ ‘), n+cxj. 
Then the poles of the rvn interior to ER approach either rR or the respective 
poles off interior to E, as n --f CO. The r,, converge to f throughout E, with 
the poles off deleted and we have 
Ilf - rvnll ,4(S) = O((~)“+‘egin+‘)), n+oo, 
for any closed set S c E, containing no pole off: 
We omit the proof of Theorem 5 which follows by the methods of Walsh 
[19] and by Theorem 3. Theorems 4 and 5 are extensions of [19, 
Theorem 21 in the sense that the G-relations are here replaced by 
O-estimates. 
4. INTERPOLATION BY RATIONAL FUNCTIONS 
We state two theorems about the rate of interpolating rational 
approximation with prescribed and free poles, respectively. In both 
theorems, one may choose r > 1 so that the region of convergence S 
contains points outside f,. The proofs are similar to those in the preceding 
sections and in [6] and are therefore omitted. 
In the case of prescribed poles the situation is very similar to that of 
polynomial interpolation (cf. [17] for a survey, and [6]). 
THEOREM 6. Let f be meromorphic with precisely v poles in E,, R > 1, 
with @(r, f) = @(A”,(r)), r + R -, for some g E 52’. Let L,( fey) be the inter- 
polation polynomial constructed for points uniformly distributed on r,, 
1 < u < R, then for any closed set S c i?,,, zu -C R, containing no pole off 
one has 
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In the case of free poles, i.e., when the location of the poles is governed 
by the choice offthrough the interpolation conditions, the rational functions 
W,, = P,,/Q,, are obtained by requiring fQnY - P,, to be zero at a set of 
n + v + 1 points zp), 1 <k d n + v + 1, where f is assumed to be analytic. 
The W,, are called the multipoint PadC approximants of type (n, v) off 
and zp’, and, when z p’ = 0, W,,, is the classical Padt approximant of type 
(n, v) off: Under very mild conditions upon the points of interpolation 
Wallin [ 161 proved for functions as considered in Section 2 that 
where S c E, is a closed subset of the region of holomorphy off: If we 
restrict the choice of interpolation points, we obtain the following Lo-estimate 
of Ilf- W""ll,4(S) which sharpens (4.1). 
THEOREM 7. Let f be as in Theorem 6 and suppose that f is moreover 
analytic on r, for some TV < R. For n sufficiently large the rational functions 
W,,,, constructed for points uniformly distributed on r,, have precisely v 
poles which approach the v poles off as n -+ CO. Furthermore W,,, converges 
to f, as n + co, throughout E, with the v poles off deleted, and for any 
closed set S c E,, , TO < R, containing no pole off one has 
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